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ABSTRACT

Clustering method is a technique used for comparisons reduction between the
candidates records in the duplicate detection process. The process of clustering
records is affected by the quality of data. The more error-free the data, the more
efficient the clustering algorithm, as data errors cause data to be placed in in-
correct groups. Window algorithms suffer from the window size. The larger the
window, the greater the number of unnecessary comparisons, and the smaller
the window size may prevent the detection of duplicates that are supposed to be
within the window. In this paper, we propose a data pre-processing method that
increases the efficiency of window algorithms in grouping similar records to-
gether. In addition, the proposed method also deal s with the window size prob-
lem. In the proposed method, high-rank attributes are selected and then prepara-
tors are applied to the selected traits. A compensation algorithm is implemented
to reduce the problem of missing and distorted sort keys. Two datasets (compact
disc database (CDDB) and MusicBrainz) were used to test duplicates detection
algorithms. The duplicates detection toolkit(DuDe) was used as a benchmark for
the proposed method. Experiments showed that the proposed method achieved a
high rate of accuracy in detecting duplicates. In addition, the proposed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is undeniable that data are important assets for many organizations. While having high quality data

is always desirable, data are often dirty at its source. Dirty data contain errors such as duplicate records which
makes duplicates detection imperative [1].

The steady growth of datasets makes duplicates detection expensive. Online shops, as an instance,
offer large catalogs comprising a constantly increasing set of gadgets from many distinctive suppliers. As
impartial humans change the product portfolio, duplicates arise [2]. Similarly online applications suffer from
the problem of duplicates data points. As a result, Facebook loads 10 terabytes of new data per day, and Yahoo
graph stores 1.4 billion knots and 6.6 billion edges [3]. Thus, this undesirable data redundancy caused by
duplicates data leads to an increase of accumulated digital universe data from 4.4 zettabytes (or trillion GB)
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in late 2015 to 44 zettabyte by 2024 [4]. Several studies have attempted to improve detection of duplicates
where several terms such as merge/purge, record linkage, data matching, and object matching, are used to refer
to the effort. Based on comprehensive comparisons of all pairs of records within a dataset to detect duplicates
with naı̈ve method showed quadratic complexity and also impractical with large datasets [5]. In this approach,
the number of comparisons is time-consuming, for the average and large-sized datasets. In dealing with large
datasets, the time taken for duplicates detection becomes an important factor. Therefore, techniques that can
reduce the number of pairs of candidates for comparison such as standard blocking and sorted neighborhood
are desirable as they depend on candidate keys to sort datasets and block (or windows) to organize datasets
[6]. In general, clustering methods aim to raise the efficiency of duplicates detection by making comparisons
confined between records that are likely to be similar and thus eliminating unnecessary comparisons.

Duplicate occurs if a unique entity object is represented several times [7]-[9] or the objects mirror the
identical real-world object but have a variety of representations in the database [10], [11]. Duplicate detection
involves comparing database objects, which can be costly with big datasets. Hashing datasets into small por-
tions is known as clustering [12], and it is a common approach in data science in dealing with massive datasets.
Similarity coefficient is a measure used in clustering data into small groups where similar records are placed in
the same group [13]. In this section, we present a brief overview of standard clustering methods.

2. CLUSTERING OVERVIEW
Initially, detection of duplicate records is often based on comparison of records in the database where

each record is compared with all records in the database. In the case of detecting duplicate records in two
sets of data, each record in the first set is compared with all the records of the second group. For example,
suppose that we have two datasets (M,N), where each contains 1,000,000 records, then; each record in group
[M] will be compared to all the records of the group [N] so that the number of comparisons for both groups is
[M]x[N] (1012) this method is known as the naive method. The naive method for detecting duplicates relies on a
quadratic number of pairwise comparisons of records to determine the duplicates. This number of comparisons
can take hours even for a medium-sized dataset. Since today’s databases are growing very rapidly, various
clustering methods, such as standard blocking method, sorted neighborhood and canopy clustering address this
problem by shrinking the number of comparisons.

2.1. Standard blocking
Standard blocking (SB) method uses the block key value to sort the records and group them into

separate blocks where each block has the same key (BKV). A sort key consists of a single attribute or the
combination of values of several attributes of a dataset where all records within the same block are compared.
If the detection of duplicate records is necessary in the dataset, the R and B records represent the number
of blocks given by the block method. Therefore, the number of pairs of records is specified as: O(R2

B ) for
comparison. This method elevates the comparison speed because of the limited number of comparison between
records within the same block.

The weakness of this method is the records are disseminated in equal blocks size, thus, false results
can be obtained by increasing the number of mismatches. This is due to the non-comparison of records that
do not belong to the same block. Hence, it is necessary to choose appropriate keys for sorting so that the error
ratio can be reduced and records on the blocks can be distributed equally.

2.2. Sorted neighborhood
Sorted neighborhood (SNM) method was proposed by Hernandez and Stolfos in 1998, (which is also

called windowing) that aims to reduce the in steps in comparison process [14]. This method represents an
advanced step in the sorting method as compared to the basic way, where the records within the window are
characterized as high matching ratio. In the single neighborhood (SN) technique, it is more efficient to generate
a sort key from multiple selected attributes than to rely on a specific attribute as it limits false classification of
potential candidates as similar records.

Next, the comparison of records within the same window is conducted, where the number of com-
parison pairs is n(n − 1)/2. When a comparison cycle is completed, the record at the top of the window
slides out, the next record for the last record is added to the window and a new comparison cycle takes place.
The fixed window size is denoted by w, so any new record that enters the window is compared to the previous
one |w| − 1.
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The SN method accuracy relies on the key and window size quality. Fixed sliding window size
presents a challenge with this method because a large window size may cause a large number of unnecessary
comparisons and vice versa, and setting a small window size may override a number of potential duplicates
[15]. Hence, the key quality and window size are the challenges in SN technique. This problem can be resolved
by executing the technique independently several times and the different key is used to sort record each time
with a small window size. The final result is based on the integration of results where this method is known as
a multi-pass SN as proposed by [16].

In fact, both techniques SB and SNM have commonalities as both techniques assume that records that
are close to each other have the potential to be duplicated [17]. In both methods, there is a cost-benefit trade-off
caused by the size of the blocks or window. If blocks or the window contains a large number of records, a large
number of comparison pairs will be generated.

2.3. Bigram indexing
The bigram indexing (BI) method was proposed in record linkage [18]. This method is less sensitive

on missing information and typographical errors as compared to SB and SNM. The basic idea of this technique
is that the sorting key is converted to a list representing sub-strings where each sub-string is composed of two
characters so that all possible permutations are taken to form a list of Bigrams and the list is sorted and inserted
into an inverted index. The number of sub-lists formed for a blocking key value relies on the value and threshold
length. The shorter the sub-lists, the lower the threshold, yet, the longer the sub-lists per blocking key value,
the smaller blocks in the inverted index.

2.4. Canopy clustering blocking
This method is called canopy clustering as proposed by McCallum et al. [19] in 2000. Canopy

clustering is created by selecting a record from the set of records randomly. Each record is considered a center
point where records are added to the randomly chosen record cluster, which is at a loose threshold distance to
form the canopy clustering. In this method, the candidate records keys are created using Bigrams as tokens
where the probability of error is low in order to create the inverse index table. The value of the threshold is
calculated for records, either its value is close to the threshold value of the center or the value of the threshold
is far from the center threshold value. The threshold value is determined by the user or from past experiences.

The number of record pairs comparisons as a result of canopy clustering is O( fn
2

c ) [19]. Where
n represents the number of records in each of the two dataset, c represents the number of canopies and f
represents the average number of canopies a record belongs to. Therefore, if f is too small, this method is
unable to detect typographical errors. Nevertheless, both bigram and canopy are classified as adaptive sorted
neighborhood methods that are based on the assumption that the distance between the sorted records (ie. the
record and the next) increases monotonously within a small neighborhood even though the sorting is done
lexicographically rather than by distance [20].

As long as clustering data into small groups to avoid unnecessary comparisons depends on the sim-
ilarity of the attribute(s) values used as sort keys, the failure is mainly due to the invalidity of the sort keys
used. The ineffectiveness of sort keys are due to data errors (such as input errors, typos, misspellings, or miss-
ing values) in the attribute values or attributes used as sort keys. However, there is a need for prior processes
to overcome the problem of distorted sorting keys that lead to the failure of grouping similar records in the
same groups. Application of standard data preparation procedures plays a role in raising the similarity rate and
eliminating differences arising due to input problems [21].

Missing values is a common issue in the existing data clustering methods [22]. The problem of missing
values is usually dealt with either by ignoring those values, deleting incomplete records, or using one of the
methods of imputation [23]. The first two options are impractical, thus compensating for missing values by
using estimated values based on the available data within the dataset is commonly adopted. To improve the
efficiency of the collection methods, the data preparation stage is followed by compensating the missing values
using one of the clustering methods to deal with the incompleteness problem [24]. The impact of missing
values on data clustering were discussed in [25].

In the next section, the proposed strategy for improving the effectiveness of data clustering methods
will be presented. The duplicate detection model in [24] was used to measure the efficiency of the procedures
adopted on the sorted neighborhood algorithm. In this paper, we aim to shed light on the measures that con-
tribute to improve the effectiveness of clustering methods. These procedures focus on overcoming the factors
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affecting the validity of the sorting keys. The rest of this paper is structured as the following: section 2 consists
of the details of the proposed method and the experiment setup. Section 3 is where the results and discussion
are elaborated. Section 4 concludes the paper.

3. METHOD
In this section, we describe the proposed preprocessing steps which are (attributes selection, missing

values compensation, comparative strings, and dynamic sorting keys). These steps aim to improve the perfor-
mance of the clustering algorithms by reducing the difference gap between similar records. Figure 1 shows the
proposed method structure.

Figure 1. Method structure

3.1. Data preparation
Data preparation is the process of purifying and transforming raw data into a format that makes it fit

to use. In data clustering, data preparation is an important and delicate task to narrow the gap between similar
data within the dataset and those affected by errors [26]. Errors make identical data look different. Therefore,
as long as the collection methods depend on the similarity measure in clustering the data, it is necessary to
apply a minimum data setting to increase the similarity rate between the attribute(s) values.

Unfortunately, it is hard to find a standard number or sequence of data preparation processes [21]. For
example, some attributes such as (phone number or date) need a standard format while other attributes may
need other preparators. Thus, the dataset must be examined to determine the appropriate preparators. In this
paper, minimal data preparation is applied to the attributes of the datasets under study such as removing special
characters, attributes format standardization, UTF−8 to ASCII, capitalize, dyllabify, and dtem.

3.2. Attributes selection
Sort keys usually consist of the values of a single attribute or of combination of values of attributes

together into a single string [24], [27]. Therefore, the process of identifying the attribute(s) of the sort key
plays a crucial role in clustering records that are likely to be similar in the same group. In duplicates detection,
primary keys within datasets are often avoided in duplicate detection because the keys give a false impression
that there is no duplication.

The attribute selection stage is heuristic for high-ranking attributes that will be used later in the clus-
tering and matching stages. This stage plays a major role in generating strong sort keys that increases the
probability of detecting true duplicates, as well as avoiding attributes that give a false sense of duplicate as
attributes (gender or zip-code). Also, it reduces the cost of detecting duplications by making the matching
process among the selected attribute values only instead of comparing all the attributes values of the dataset
(for more see [25]).
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3.3. Missing values compensation
Missing values problem is an obstacle in achieving an optimal performance of clustering algorithms.

Therefore, a common practice in dealing with the problem of missing values within the context of clustering is
by compensating the missing values before executing the clustering algorithm against the complete data [22].

Compensation algorithms are effective as missing values in records are replaced by values obtained
from related cases in other records within the dataset, as in the case with the Hot Deck algorithm. Missing
values can be replaced with values close to the real value using the Nearest Neighbor algorithms [28]. There-
fore, missing values compensation is a critical process to overcome the problem of distorted or missing sort
keys, which reduce the efficiency of clustering methods. Because we aim to improve the process of detecting
duplicates, we adopt the hot deck compensation method, which depends on compensating the missing values
from the closest similar record within the dataset. An experiment was conducted to test the hypothesis that the
proposed preprocessing process can improve the accuracy of clustering algorithms.

3.4. Datasets
In the experiment, we used the compact disc database (CDDB) and MusicBrainz datasets. These

datasets were provided by the Hasso-Plattner-Institute (HPI) which have been used frequently in duplicates
detection research. To simulate data errors on a larger scale, the MusicBrainz dataset generated with the DaPo
data pollution tool presented in [29] was used to test redundancy detection algorithms:

- CDDB dataset was extracted from the freeDB repository. This dataset consists of 9,763 real audio CDs each
record contains information (such as artist, title, and tracks), which contain 299 duplicates records.

- MusicBrainz dataset contains 193,750 tuples, where each tuple represents a certain audio recording. The
size of the generated duplicate clusters ranges from 1 to 5. For a further description of the contents of this
dataset attributes, you can refer to [29].

To simulate incompleteness in the CDDB dataset, missing values of 4% were injected using a random pattern
[24]. For the MusicBrainz dataset the percentage of missing values was already high in key attributes such as
Title 0.67%, Artist 21% and Album 24%.

3.5. Experiment configuration
To show the effect of the proposed preprocessing on the clustering algorithms, the DuDe toolkit has

been used. DuDe toolkit is available from the HPI. Because of the working mechanism of the NaiveDuplicate−
Detectionalgorithm that is based on comparing all the records of the dataset with each other, this is not fea-
sible for large datasets due to the high computation cost. In addition, it was used only with the CDDB dataset
to show the effect of the preprocessing procedures. For the SortedNeighborhoodMethod, we implemented
the process five times with window size range from 50-250 records to show the effect of preprocessing stage
on the window size drawback.

In the experiment, the Levenshtein Distance algorithm was used to obtain the duplicates records. The
similarity threshold value was set to 0.9. Duplicates detection measures which are recall, precision and f-score
were used to assess the accuracy of duplicates detection. The experiment was conducted in two stages to show
the effect of the pre-processing stage on the efficiency of the work of the clustering algorithms. In the first
stage, which is denoted by (before), the artist attribute values for both datasets are used as sort keys, which
are passed to the used clustering algorithm, while the title attribute values are passed to the similarity metric.
In the second stage, which is denoted by (after), the data is initially initialized by applying the data preparators,
followed by the creation of sort keys from the values of the selected attributes according to the specified criteria
(uniqueness and completeness). The sort keys in the second stage of the experiment consist of combining
seven characters of the three first selected attribute (high-rank) values into a single string denoted by (SK). In
the second stage of the experiment, the (SK) are passed to the clustering algorithm, and the same values are
passed to the similarity metric. The declared duplicates were compared with the gold dataset by the statistical
component where duplicate detection measures were used to evaluate the accuracy of both methods.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As long as the DuDe platform provides a wide range of clustering algorithms, is worth investigating

whether the procedures adopted in the proposed method. The results of the experiments as shown in Table 1
and Table 2 for both datasets show that the clustering algorithms with the proposed preprocessing have achieved
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higher accuracy in duplicates detection with a lower error rate as compared to the results of the original DuDe.
Figure 2 shows the improvement in the accuracy of the detection of duplicates using the preprocessing pro-
cedures for all the clustering algorithms within this study, especially CDDB dataset in Figure 2(a) and Mu-
sicBrainz dataset in Figure 2(b).

Table 1. Implementation results on CDDB dataset
DuDe Clustering method Dup TP FP FN
Before NaiveDuplicateDetection 5,422 220 5,202 79

NaiveBlockingAlgorithm 320 197 123 102
SortedNeighborhoodMethod 306 205 101 94

After NaiveDuplicateDetection 262 236 26 63
NaiveBlockingAlgorithm 234 228 6 71

SortedNeighborhoodMethod 262 236 26 63

Table 2. Implementation results on MusicBrainz dataset
DuDe Clustering method Dup TP FP FN
Before NaiveBlockingAlgorithm 1,201,486 29,357 1,172,129 114,393

SortedNeighborhoodMethod 59,757 30,737 29,020 113,013
After NaiveBlockingAlgorithm 66,052 53,029 13,023 90,721

SortedNeighborhoodMethod 79,134 60,438 18,696 83,312

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Accuracy comparison of clustering algorithms: (a) CDDB and (b) MusicBrainz dataset

The results of the experiments in Tables 3 and 4 for datasets CDDB and MusicBrainz respectively
show that the proposed model has achieved higher accuracy in duplicate detection with a lower error rate as
compared to the results of the original DuDe in all implementation cycles. From the results, it was discovered
that as the larger the window size was used, the greater the number of false positives for the original DuDe. This
is because, the error indicators were influenced by data errors. For the original DuDe, the presence of spelling
and syntax errors made the similar values appear different, which increased the value of false negatives, and
the clustering of missing keys caused an increase in false positives. The proposed actions limited the impact
of the errors and the window size drawback for detecting duplicates. Despite the use of different window
sizes, the proposed method showed stability in the duplicates detection accuracy against the orginal DuDe.
Figure 3 shows the effect of window size on the SNM algorithm using CDDB (Figure 3(a)) and MusicBrainz
(Figure 3(b)) datasets.
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Table 3. Implementation results with different window sizes for CDDB dataset
SNM Size (W) No of pairs Declared duplicates TP FP FN F-score

Before 50 477,162 306 205 101 94 0.68
100 961,587 376 205 171 94 0.61
150 1,443,512 434 205 229 94 0.56
200 1,922,937 491 205 286 94 0.52
250 2,399,862 548 205 343 94 0.48

After 50 477,162 262 236 26 63 0.84
100 961,587 262 236 26 63 0.84
150 1,443,512 262 236 26 63 0.84
200 1,922,937 262 236 26 63 0.84
250 2,399,862 262 236 26 63 0.84

Table 4. Implementation results with different window sizes for MusicBrainz dataset
SNM Size (W) NO of pairs Declared duplicates TP FP FN F-score

Before 50 9,492,525 59,757 30,737 29,020 113,013 0.3
100 19,176,300 85,357 30,861 54,496 112,889 0.27
150 28,857,575 109,838 30,938 789,000 112,812 0.24
200 38,536,350 133,699 30,995 102,704 112,755 0.22
250 48,212,625 156,943 31,032 125,911 112,718 0.21

After 50 9,492,525 79,134 60,438 18,696 83,312 0.54
100 19,176,300 82,030 60,585 83,165 0.54
150 28,857,575 82,444 60,635 21,809 83,115 0.54
200 38,536,350 82,548 60,690 21,858 83,060 0.54
250 48,212,625 82,629 60,734 21,895 83,016 0.54

(a)
(b)

Figure 3. The accuracy of SNM on different window sizes: (a) CDDB and (b) MusicBrainz dataset

5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the efficiency of the clustering algorithm plays a major role in detecting duplicates by

grouping the records that are likely to be similar together. This role is affected by the level of data quality within
the dataset. In this paper, we focused on the pre-processing stage of the dataset and its impact on the clustering
methods in duplicates detection. Experiments were conducted using real datasets to test the duplicate detection
algorithms. The results showed that the pre-processing of the dataset improved the accuracy of duplicates
detection. The results showed that the accuracy in the proposed method was not affected by the number of
records within the window (by limiting the effect of window size on the detection accuracy) as it was in the
original method DuDe.
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